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ANALYTIC OPERATOR-VALUED

FEYNMAN INTEGRAL ASSOCIATED

WITH REGULAR DIRICHLET FORM

Ki Seong Choi

ABSTRACT. I study the extension of the definition of the analytic 
operator-valued Feynman integral to potentials given by a class of 
signed measures described in terms of additive functionals associated 
with regular Dirichlet forms.

0. Introduction
The present state of the existence theory for the analytic operator

valued Feynman intrgral extends considerably further [13] than seems 

to be generally known.

In their recent papers [2], they show that the definition of analytic 

operator- valued Feynman integral is extended to potentials given by 

a class of signed measures described in terms of additive functionals 

associated with Dirichlet forms.

But their results are related with particular cases of smooth mea

sures for the classical Dirichlet form associated with the Lalpacian. 

It is natural ask ourselves what happens if one tries to carry through 

similar constructions using an arbitrary smooth measures associated 

with a general(regular) Dirichlet form. In this paper, we initiate such 

a study.

We consider a regular Dirichlet form (£, T7) on £2(X, m) where X 

is a locally compact separable metric space and m is a positive Radon
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measure on X with supp[?n] = X. Let M = (Q,Xt心 Px) be a Hunt 

process on X which is m-symmetric and associated with (5, T7).

A function A : [0, oo) x Q — [—oo, oo] is said to be an AF (additive 

functional) if

(1) At(*)is 凡-measurable, where Ft is the smallest completed a- 

algebra which contains a{Xs : s < /}.;

(2) there exist a defining set a A 6 F* a.nd an exceptional set

N< X with Cap(A『) = 0 such that PX(A) = 1 for all x 6 

X — A『, C A for all / > 0 (6t denotes the shift operator 

on Q) and for each u? G A,』4o(⑵) = 0, plt(c/)| < oo for / < 

〈(cv), A.(u?) is right contiuous and has left limit, 凶너-呂(⑵) = 

At(cu) 十 for > 0.

An additive functional A is called a PCAF (positive continuous AF) 

if A is an additive functional and A.(cu) is non-negative and continuous 

function for each ⑵ in its defining set A.

Given a PCAF A, there exists a unique Borel measure 서 on X, 

which is called the Revuz measure of A such that

lim|瓦.m[ / (f(Xs)dA3] = (J • fiji) := [ h(x)(fw)(W 

Uo t JQ Jx

for all 7-excessive functions h and f E 匕十 (匕十 denotes all non- 

negative Borel functions on X, 7 > 0 is a constant).

Denote by S the totality of the associated Revuz measures of 

PCAF’s. The elements in S are called smooth measures. A simple 

analytical description of S has been given as follows [10].

For a signed Borel measure we write 卜 E S — S (resp,

S — , etc), if 乂十 G S’ (resp, S&, etc), and /丄— G S (resp, S —S》<0,

etc).

For a given smooth measure 사, we denote by the unique (up to 

equivalence class) positive continuous additive functional such that 卜
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is the Revuz measure of . In this case, if 서 G S' — *S, we denote 

A새+ — by 丄4/ , and 卜 is still referred to as the Revuz measure of

In this paper, 1 will find some condition for the existenc of the ana

lytic operator-valued Feynman integral associated with regular Dirich

let form. This paper is organized as follows. In section 1,1 will discuss 

Feynman-Kac formula associated with regular Dirichlet form in the 

complex setting. In section 2, 1 will prove some existence theorem 

for the analytic operator-valued Feynman integral related with some 

smooth measures [丄.

1. Feynman-Kac formula related with regular Dirichlet form
Throughout this paper, (£,:F} is a regular Dirichlet form on L2(X, m), 

where X is a locally compact separable metric space. So is the sub

family of S which consists of all Radon measures of finite energy 

integral.

For a > 0, and v in S — S', / G ^(X), we set

/»OO
째十'7(』) = Ex[[ e-저-시/W)cW]

provided the right-hand side makes sense. When v = we simply 

write Ua’라1/ for U$내/. we set

l』Ttf = E,[_ f(Xs)ds] 

roo

l』Uaf = E오 e—fG江) 成]
Jq

provided the intrgrals make sense.
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THEOREM 1. Let /z be a smooth measure. Then the following 

assertions are equivalent to each other.

(1) fiUa is a bounded functional on L1(X; m) for each a > 0 and 

lima|oo ||"이I = 0.;

(2) 사Tt is a bounded functional on L1(X; m). for each t > 0 and 

limZ|o ||A心기| = 0;

(3) liniaioo ||L쎄||g = 0.;

(4) limno||^Arib = 0.;

In (1) and (2) || • || denote the operator norm of a functional 

on 77i).

Proof. See[4]

DEFINITION 1. A smooth measure 사 is said to belong to the Kato 

class and is denoted /丄 E Si〈 if any one of the assertions of Theorem 

1 is true. Let us define the family Skq as follows

日/<o = {사 드 Si〈 A Sq : p(X) < oo}.

From now on, let us use the short notation L2(j丄) for L2(X, /』). For 

서 € S, we set

QhKf,g) = [ f(재') ’ 9(자)1丄 (dx), V/,geL2(|/i|+m) 

Jx

one can show that L2(|/i| + m) is dense in」L2(m). Hence is a 

quadratic form on L2(m). We put

이Cf, 9)= 이丁 g) + QAf, 9), V/, g G『

where

J" =jrni2(h니+ m)
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Let us introduce the notation

리•)= 乃,[6-씨/(:江)]

provided the right hand side makes sense. Notice that (라스)is the 

so called Feynman-Kac functional.

Theorem 2. Let /z e S' — Then

(1) 예, 7지') is a lower semibounded closed quadratic form.

(2) (J다) = JCnL2⑦十+m).

(3) (Pf )t之q is the unique strongly continuous symmetric semi

group corresponding to (히,7자'). Moreover, let —H/l be the 

generator of (J가 ); then

PROOF. See[4] Proposition 3.1.

Theorem 3. Let 乂 g S — Sk0； then

以)(⑦) __ p$u(x、)= 凡他-시'(파)?/((心(i))}

for every u E £2(R재), and m — a.e.x 6 R시. Here —H부 is the generator 

of(Ff)w).

PROOF. Since (e“eHM)z>0 and U가)qo are strongly coninuous semi

group possessing —」E『아 as its generator, (Ff) is equal to 匕…1패 .

It is essential to quantum mechanics and the Feynman integral that 

the functions be from the space L2(Rrf,C) (over the scalar field C ) 

of square-integrable, complex valued functions. If 씨 is a function in 

L2(R어, C) we denote by 씨i, its real part and by 此 its imaginary part; 

i.e. 砂 := *01 + i^2 -
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THEOREM 4. 8^ is bounded below, densely defined and closed. We 

extend to the subspace D(£g) = Z)(하) + of L2(Rd, C) by

아(仏 夕) = = 午1) + 히(끼2, 우2)+ 斗허(砂2, 夕1) — 이(씨1#2)].

a symmetric sesquilinear form on D(Sg) satisfying

is bounded below by M where M is the lower bound for

is densely defined.

is closed.

PROOF. (1) Let M be such that 아(u,t4)> M||씨p for all u 6 

D(易). Let 씨 = 씨1 十 i#2 E D(하) + iD(£아). Using the symmetry of 

5아, we get

아(VW) 之 M[|的 ||2 + ||V시I2] = M||<

Symmetric follows form (1) [16,p276].

(2) Since P(하,) is dense in £7(]氏d)라(허) 十 江)사) is dense in 

L^R^C).

(3) Let {^n} be a sequence in D(昌，) such that |||V〉n — -0m||| —» 0 

asn,m—>oo. Here |||?,|||2 = £,( 砂,#》) 十 (一Af + 1)||#)||2. For each n, 

Vn = 가n,i + 才n,2 where V>n,i, Vn,2 are in 刀(어).

|||0n —《Ml2

= 아(사〉n — — Vm) + ( —M + 1)||仏 一 *#m||2

= K#n,l — Vhn,l/0n,l — “F 드}(#n,2 — ?》m,2)

+ ( —M + 1)11*071,1 — ?》m,l||2 + ( —M + 1)|| 砂 n,2 — #m,2||2

= 匕/z(씨n,l — — Vm,l) + (―M + l)||'0n,l — "0m,1 ||2

+ 히i( 씨 n,2 — — <〉m,2)+ (―M + 1)||#수,,2 — V〉m,2||2

= |||0n,l — '0m,l|||2 + |||仏,2 — '0m,2|||2-
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The fact that |||V수 一 V’mlll —* 0 implies that IllV’n,! — —스 0 and 

||h/〉n,2 — 砂m,21|| —나〔)• Since £아 is closed, there exists 砂i,均 三 D(헤 

such that |||?>n,i — 이1||| — 0 and ||h》n,2 — ?/이|| —스 0 as n —> oo. So 아 

is closed.

THEOREM 5. If 8^ is bounded below, densely defined and closed, 

then there exists a unique, densely defined self-adjoint operator Z가1 

which is bounded below and satisfies (ZP' tz,v) = v) for all u E 

D(") and v E 刀(히)

PROOF. See[14] cor.24 and Theorem 2.6, p323.

Under the conditions of Theorem 4, there exists a unique densely 

defined (i.e., dense in L2(Rd,C)) self-adjoint operator H, and 外〉E 

刀(아).

Let L be a self-adjoint operator on a dense subspace D(L) of 

£2(R서). If we define Lq on D(L) + iD(L) by LcC^i + 씨2)= •心'#i + 

iLil)2i L《)is a self-adjoint operator on D(L) + iD(L). For this rea

son, we get a self-adjoint operator on + iD(m} C

D(아)+ iD(허) = D (아).

Theorem 6. = (H트)c.

PROOF. Using consequences [K, Cor. 2.4 and Th. 2.6,p323] of 

the First represtation Theorem and the simple fact (16,p279) that 

two self-adjoint operators, one of which extends the other, are actully 

equal, it suffices to show that for ?, = 0i + i사2 G D((£TM)c) and 

竹 =(乃 1 + 아2 仁 1〕(£으), one has ((/가寸心씨, (月) = £,(砂, (竹). But this 

comes from the linearity of(m)c

In prder to proceed to our result on the Feynman integral, we need 

to discuss the Feynman-Kac formula in the complex setting.
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THEOREM 7. Let L be a self-adjoint operator on a dense subspace 

D(L) of L2(Rd) with L bounded below by M. Then the linear ex

tension L(c is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous self- 

adjoint semigroup (e~tLc,t > 0) in L2(Rd, C). For each t > 0, e~tLc 

is the liner extension of e~tL,

Proof. See [14]

THEOREM 8. Let u 三 S — Skq and m is densely defined seif

adjoint operator which is bounded below and satisfies (2가4u,v) = 

for all u €」D(ZP) and v G D(라. Then the Feynman-Kac 

formula

⑴ (e-W 씨)(⑦) = Ez{e-사(으)'0( ⑵ (/))}

holds for every 砂 G L2(R어, C), m — a.e.x G and all t > 0.

PROOF. This result follows immediately by Theorem 3, Theorem 

7 and the linearity of the expectation Ex-

2. An existence of op erat or-valued function space integral 
related with some smooth measure /』

Now we are ready to give the definition of the analytic operator

valued Feynman integral for the special functions that concern us. 

Given cu € Q = (7([0, oo),R서), let

(2) 2기» = e-서(으)

DEFINITION 2 Given / > 0, 씨 € £2(Rd,C) and X E Rd, consider the 

expression

⑶ (리가')⑵⑦) = 昆{e-4*)#川))}

= [ 서(仏”砂(1川)) 6?7그(0?) 
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where is the set of ⑵ G (7([0, oo), R서) such that cv(0) = x and 

Px is the probability measure associated with the Brownian paths in 

R서 which start at x at time 0. The operator-valued function space 

integarl Jz(l가1) exists for t > 0 if (3) defines 리기') as an element 

of £(L2(Rd,C)), the space of bounded linear operators on L2(R시, C). 

If J'(2가1) exists for every t > 0 and, in addition, has an extension 

(necessarily unique) as a function of t to an analytic operator-valued 

function on C十 and a strongly continuous function on C^, we say 

that 丁乂1가1) exists for all t E Ct- When t is purely imaginary, 

is called the analytic operator-valued Feynman integral of F.

THEOREM 10. Let 卜 E S — S’*. The additive functional is 

related to the operator H사 from

(*Xu) = 瓦 (u,u)

by the Feynman-Kac formula

(e-tHfiu)(X) = 凡他-시(☆(#(/))}.

Then the op era t or- val u e cl function space integral Jz(F/l) from Defi

nition 2 exists for all t E C十 where F가1 is given by (2).

For t > 0, Jz(2가') is given for all 砂 G L2(Rf/, C) an m-a.e x by the 

Feynman-Kac formula (3). For all t G (7十 ,

刀(@9 = e-W

where『퍼，、is given meaning via the spectral theorem applied to 

the self-adjoint operator H_. In particular, for t 三 R, the analytic 

operator-valued Feynman integral Jt(乂F나1} exists and we have 

J 孔 (F이) = e~ilHc
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where {e-"『2 : t E R} is the unitary group (in L2(R서,C)) corre

sponding to the self-adjoint operator Hg.

PROOF. It suffices to show that the operator-valued function A(/) = 

e—H으 is defined and strongly continuous for all t E C十 and is analytic 

in C十.

For notational simplicity, we let 7Y = H,. Since H is bounded 

below , a(H) C [M,+oo) for some M > —oo. Here(r(7Y) denotes the 

spectrum of 7Y. Since the function gt : cr(7Y) —느 C defined by gt(u) = 

e^tu is a bounded function of u for any t E C十 , gt(H) = A(t) = 匕…거 

is defined and is a bounded linear operator on L2(Rrf, C) for all t G(0十 

(see, e.g.[16,pp259-264]).

Let {tn} be a sequence in G such that tn — t. Then <7/n(u) —> gt(u) 

for all u € ⑵(H). Further

Ihtnlloo = ^p{gtM | u e

is bounded. Also gtn(1《) — gt아strongly, i.e., A(tn) = e^tn H —> 

e-tH = A(t) in the strong operator topology as n —스 oo.

To show that A(Z)= e~tH is analytic in C十, it suffices to show 

that for every E L2(Rd, C), (e””허*0,(月) is analytic in C十. We fix 

<p G L2(Rd, C) and we may as well even assume that ||(p|| = 1. Let P 

be the spectral measure associated with 7Y. The measure jj伴中 defined 

for any Borel subset B of R by /丄午平(JB) = ((月, P(B)(竹) is a probability 

measure such that /iw((t(7Y)) = 1. Further, by the spectral theorem,

OO
e~~tu df丄午中

Since e—에 is strongly continuous in C十 , it certainly follows that
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（6-어（月,（月） is continuous in C十 . For any triangle T in C十 ,

By the Morera’s theorem, （匕—허어（p,（p） is analytic in（（거". By a po

larization argument, （e"어이, 92） is analytic in C十 for every 씨,竹 6 

£2（1째, C）.
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